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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that X is a nonsingular curve over a finite field F. According to ideas of Quillen 
and others, there is an algebraic K-theory spectrum KX associated to the category of locally 
free sheaves on X. The word “spectrum” here designates an object in the stable homotopy 
category of spaces. If X = Spec 0 is affine, then KX is equivalent o the usual K-theory 
spectrum associated to the category of finitely generated projective modules over 0. 
A certain amount is known about the groups KiX = XiKX. They are abelian, and they 
vanish for i < 0. They are finitely generated and with a few exceptions are actually finite: if 
X is complete then K,,X has rank 2, while if X is affine then KoX has rank 1 and KIX has 
rank s - 1, where s is the number of points at infinity of X. For i < 2, KiX can be described 
in fairly classical terms (see Section 2). In general, though, these groups seem very difficult to 
pin down. 
In this paper we detour around the groups KiX in favour of studying the entire 
spectrum KX, or more accurately the e-completion KX of KX, where e is an odd rational 
prime different from the characteristic of F. Let 2 be the e-completion of the periodic 
topological complex K-theory spectrum and 2* the associated cohomology theory. We 
begin by calculating s?*(KX) = 2 *(kX) as a module over the ring of cohomology oper- 
ations in 2* (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). The answer is surprisingly simple and leads to 
a formula for the e-adic topological K-theory 2*(nzKX) of the basepoint component of 
the zero space in the associated R-spectrum (7.5). If X = Spec 0 is affine, then %?*(n,“i?X) 
is the same as **(BGL(0)), so in this case we obtain a formula for the e-adic topological 
K-theory of the classifying space of the infinite general inear group of Co. 
Next we compute the homotopy type of a certain localization L(KX) = @?X) of KX; 
this is localization in the sense of Bousfield with respect o the cohomology theory %-* (4.2). 
The homotopy groups niL(KX) do not vanish for i < 0, but there is a form of the 
Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture which suggests that the localization map 
should induce an isomorphism on xi(-) for i 2 0 if X is complete and for i 2 1 if X is affine. 
In this way, computing i(KX) gives a conjectural determination of the O-connective cover 
of the spectrum KX itself, and leads to a conjectural formula for the mode cohomology 
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Hopf algebra H*(Cl:KX; Z/C!). Again, if X = Speck is affine the algebra H*(C&?KX; Z/C!) 
is the same as H*(BGL(O); Z/e), so we end up with a conjectural calculation of the 
cohomology of the general inear group of 0. We show that this conjectural cohomology is 
at least contained in H*(BGL(O); Z/d) as a retract. As far as the spectra themselves are 
concerned, we prove that the map KX -+ i(KX) has a right inverse up to homotopy after 
passing to O-connective covers if X is complete or to l-connective covers if X is affine; this 
could be interpreted as evidence for the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture. 
Relationship to previous work. In [9] we obtained results about the K-theory spectrum 
of a ring of algebraic integers or the K-theory spectrum of a local field which are analogous 
to the ones we obtain here for the K-theory spectrum of a curve. There is some additional 
discussion of and motivation for our approach in [IS, Section 11. This situation here is 
simpler than that in [9], for two reasons. On the topological side, KX is a module spectrum 
over the K-theory spectrum KF of F; analogous module structures are not yet known to 
exist in the number field case, although they are conjectured in [9,8.6]. On the algebraic 
side, the “Iwasawa module” which comes up below (3.20) is finitely generated over the ring 
Z, of e-adic integers; this was not the case in [9]. These simplifications allow us in the 
present paper to give much more complete retraction results than in [9]; for example, 
[9,8.5,9.3] gives partial retractions on the space level rather than the more or less complete 
retractions on the spectrum level provided by Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. 
The arguments below depend heavily on the fundamental work of Thomason [24]. 
Organization of the paper. Section 2 provides some background about curves and their 
algebraic K-theory, and contains the proof of an algebraic splitting theorem (2.6). Section 3 
describes some calculations in &ale cohomology theory which we make use of, and 
Section 4 recalls some results from stable homotopy theory. Section 5 has statements and 
proofs of the main theorems (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2), while Section 6 has proofs of the 
associated retraction theorems (Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). Finally, Section 7 discusses a few 
corollaries of the main results, and Section 8 presents some technical facts about spectra 
which are referred to earlier in the paper. 
Notation and terminology. For the rest of the paper, X denotes a nonsingular complete 
curve over the finite field F, and X’ = X\S a nonsingular affine curve over F which is 
obtained from X by deleting a finite set S of closed points (see Section 2). By convention our 
curves are irreducible as schemes [ 13, II.31 and satisfy an additional closure condition with 
respect o F (2.1). We will work in the category of spectra from [lo], although except in 
Section 8 the stable homotopy category from [l] would pretty much suffice. Sometimes we 
say that a diagram of spectra commutes strictly to emphasize that it is genuinely com- 
mutative and not just commutative up to homotopy. 
2. CURVES AND THEIR K-THEORY 
In this section we describe our basic algebraic notation involving curves and Galois 
groups, and give some background information about the low-dimensional algebraic 
K-theory of a curve over a finite field. We then sketch a construction (2.8) which shows that, 
at least after localization, the K-theory of a complete curve contains the K-theory of the 
projective line as a direct summand. 
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2.1. Curues. Suppose to begin with that F is a finite field. Recall that a complete 
nonsingular curve X over F is determined by its function field k(X), which is a field of 
transcendence degree 1 over F (see [13, Exer. 4.12(a)] and [26, III]). Let P be the algebraic 
closure of F. We will make the blanket assumption that F is algebraically closed in k(X), or 
equivalently that l? &k(X) is again a field. This rules out the possibility that X might be 
the restriction to F of a scheme over a larger finite field. 
An affine nonsingular curve X’ over F has a naturally associated complete curve X, 
namely the one determined by k(X’), and X’ is obtained from X by deleting a finite set S of 
closed points. The set S is determined by X’, and is called the set of points of X’ at infinity. 
We suppose for the rest of the paper that that X is a complete nonsingular curve of 
genus g over F and that X’ = X\S is an affine curve derived from X. For each closed point 
x E X let u, : k(X) -+ R be the (additive) valuation corresponding to x and let k(x) denote 
the residue class field of x. The scheme X’ is then isomorphic to Spec 0, where 0 is the ring 
of the elements f E k(X) which have no poles outside of S, that is, have u,(f) 2 0 for all 
closed points x such that x $ S. 
2.2. Galois actions. For each extension field E of F, set 
X, = Spec E x specF X, Xk = Spec E xSpecFX’, 
so that, with Co as above, Xi = Spec(E & 0). Let F,, = F&), where film c F is the group of 
P’th roots of unity. The infinite field F, = U,, F(p,.) can be written as a union UnFn, where 
F, is a cyclic Galois extension of degree /” over FO. (More explicitly, F, is F(p,.+.), where a is 
the smallest integer such that CL{. iscontained in F,.) For brevity, XF. will be denoted by X,, 
Xr, by X,, and Xp by X, with similar notation for the corresponding schemes associated to 
X’. It is convenient o set X_ 1 = X, XL 1 = X’. 
We will follow [16,1.5.4] in saying that a scheme P over Y is G&is if it is finite, &tale, 
and admits a sufficient number of automorphisms over Y to qualify as an algebraic 
analogue of a principal covering space. The diagram 
xcxocxl + ... CX”C ... 
is a tower of schemes Galois over X with inverse limit X,. The Galois group Aut(XO/X) = 
Gal(F,/F) [26, p. 2461 is a subgroup of Aut@[) z Z/(8 - 1) and is denoted A*. In particu- 
lar, the order of AF is relatively prime to d. The group Aut(X,/X,) = Gal(F,/F,) is 
isomorphic to the cyclic group Z/P. The profinite group 
rF = lim,Aut(X,/XO) = Aut(X,/Xo) = Gal(F,/F,) 
is then isomorphic to the additive group Zc of e-adic integers and is topologically cyclic, in 
the sense that it has a dense cyclic subgroup. The slightly larger group I$ = Aut(X,/X) = 
Gal(F,/F) splits canonically as a product AF x rF and is also topologically cyclic. Both of 
these profinite groups have canonical topological generators: the Frobenius automor- 
phisms of F, over F0 or of F, over F. It is important to note that the action of rk on 
pda c F, gives a canonical embedding 
cF : r;, + Aut(/+) = Z," . (1) 
This embedding is what will tie the algebraic objects from this section to topological 
K-theory (see 4.7). The Galois group Aut(X/X) = Gal(P/F) is denoted i;,. It too is 
topologically cyclic, generated by a Frobenius automorphism; there are natural surjections 
i+,.-+i=;,+A,. 
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2.3. Topological group rings. We will denote the topological group ring Z,[[r;?J by A;: 
by definition, this is the inverse limit over n of the ordinary group rings Z,[Gal(F,/F)]. 
Similarly, Z,[II’Fl] is denoted Ar. The ring AF is isomorphic to a power series algebra Zd [T ] 
[25, p. 1133. The direct product decomposition I’;i s AF x I, gives a tensor product for- 
mula A; % Zc [AF] @z, AF in which by elementary representation theory the first factor 
Z,[Ar] is isomorphic to a finite direct product of copies of the ring Zc (cf. [9,9.4]). This 
implies that the algebra A; is isomorphic to a finite direct product of copies of the power 
series algebra ZL [Tj. Most of the modules over I; which arise in this paper are actually 
modules over A;. 
2.4. Tate twists. Let Z,(m) be the abelian group Zl with the IL-action for which g E I’; 
acts by multiplication by cF(g)“’ (2.3); the action of IL on Z,(m) extends to a structure for 
Z,(m) as a module over A;. If N is a Z,-module with an action of I;, the m-fold Tate twist 
N(m) of N is the tensor product Z,(m) @z, N with the diagonal &-action. As a special case, 
Z/e”(m) denotes the m-fold Tate twist of the trivial r&modules Z/dk. The group I=‘F acts on 
Z,(m) by the natural epimorphism r, + I;, and so if N is a suitable module over r, there is 
also a notion of Tate twist N(m) = Z,(m) &, N. 
2.5. K-theory in low dimensions. It is possible to give fairly explicit descriptions of KiX 
and KiX’ for i < 2. (For i > 2 these groups are finite [12,0.6] and bounded below in size by 
the results of Section 6, but not much more is known about them.) 
The affine case and the complete case are distinct but closely related. For any nonsingu- 
lar curve Z over F let Pit Z denote the group under tensor product of isomorphism classes 
of invertible sheaves on Z, or equivalently the group of divisors on Z modulo linear 
equivalence. If Z = Spec 0 is affine, then Pit Z is the ideal class group of 0. 
Quillen’s localization theorem [21] gives an exact sequence 
in which the zero on the left is explained by the fact that Kz k(x) = 0 for each finite field k(x) 
[20]. We will treat these groups from ,right to left. There is a natural isomorphism 
KoX’ E Z @ PicX’ [3, p. 7081, and the group PicX’ is finite [26, IV, Theorem 71. There is 
a similar isomorphism KOX z Z 0 Pit X. Although Pit X is not finite, there is a degree 
map 
deg:PicX+Z (2) 
(cf. [13,11.6.10]) whose kernel is a finite group [26, IV, Theorem 71 denoted Pit’ X. If {x} is 
the divisor corresponding to a closed point x E X, then deg {x} is the dimension [k(x) : F] 
over F of the residue class field k(x). It is perhaps surprising that the degree map (2) is 
surjective or, equivalently, that the greatest common divisor of the numbers [k(x) : F] (x 
ranging over the closed points of X) is 1. To see this, let (T be the Frobenius automorphism 
of 8 over X, and let D be a divisor which under the canonical morphism of class field theory 
[26, XIII] corresponds to o; by [26, XIII, Corollary 11, deg(D) = 1. What results from the 
surjectivity of the degree map is an isomorphism 
the construction of this isomorphism sketched in [ 13, II, Example 6.1 l] for curves over an 
algebraically closed field works in general. 
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Write X’ = Spec 0. Bass proves that SKi(0) = 0 [3, VI.8.51, or equivalently that the 
determinant map KIX’ -+ cOx is an isomorphism. It is easy to see that the map a, in the 
sequence above assigns to each element of 0 ’ the vector of its zero-multiplicities at points of 
S. In particular, ker(8,) is the group of all elements in f E Lox which have neither zeros nor 
poles on S. By [26, p. 771 all such elements belong to the field of constants, i.e. ker(a,) is the 
subgroup F” c cOx of KiX’. 
It follows from [19, 12.31 that the cokernel of a2 is isomorphic to F” by the map 
v : ox E s k(x)’ -+ Fx whose restriction to any given summand is the norm homomorphism 
k(x)” + F”. (The fact that the composite vaZ is trivial is the Weil reciprocity law for X [3, 
VI.8.21.) By the above, then, there is a short exact sequence 
O-+F” +KiX-+F” -+O. 
This sequence is canonically split by the homomorphism Fx = K1 F + Ki X induced by the 
structure map X + Spec F, and so in fact K1 X is the direct sum of two copies of Fx . 
Tate computes K2 k(X) in terms of Galois cohomology [23,6.6-J; Matsumoto gives it by 
generators and relations [17, Section 111. The finite groups KIX and K2X’ may in 
principle be identified as subgroups of K2 k(X) by using localization sequences like the one 
above (cf. [23, 5.31). 
2.6. Splitting ofs K,P’. Let P’ denote the projective line over F, H = Opl( - 1) the 
canonical line bundle over Pi, and 1 E K,P’ the class represented by [H] - [l]. Quillen 
shows that K,P’ is generated as an algebra over K,F by x, subject to the single relation 
x2 = 0 [21, Section 8,3.1,4.1]. In particular, K,P’ is isomorphic as a module over K,F to 
the direct sum (K,F). [1] + (K,F) ax. The calculations above in 2.5 suggest he possibility 
K,X might in general contain a copy of K,P’ (i.e. two copies of K,F) as a summand. We 
will show that this is true, at least after localization at e. Note that X may well have no 
points defined over F, so that it takes some argument even to prove that K,F is a summand 
of K,X. 
Choose a closed point x in X such that the degree of the one point divisor {x} 
corresponding to x is relatively prime to e. Since deg{x} = [k(x) : F], there exists such an 
x by the remarks in 2.5. Let g be the genus of X, and choose a number N relatively prime to 
e such that (N - 1) deg{x} > 2g - 2. If D is an effective divisor on X, i.e. a nonnegative 
linear combination of points of X, let A(D) denote the dimension of the vector space over 
F consisting of the rational functions f on X (that is, elements f~ k(X)) such that the 
divisor of poles off is dominated by D. (This means that f has no poles except at points 
x represented in D, and the multiplicity with which f has a pole at any such x is less than or 
equal to the coefficient with which x is weighted in D.) The Riemann-Roth theorem implies 
that if degD > 2g - 2, then l(D) = deg D - g + 1 [26, p. 101, Corollary 21. By choice of N, 
A(N{x}) > A((N -l)(x)); th is g uarantees that there exists a rational function f on X such 
that the divisor of poles of f is exactly N(x). The rational function f corresponds to 
a (proper) morphism u : X + P ‘. The inverse image under u of the divisor {a} on P’ is 
N(x), so that u has degree N’ = N deg{x}, in the usual sense that N’ is the degree of the 
induced function field extension u : k(P ‘) -+ k(X). Consider the commutative diagram 
K,P’ 5 K,X -% K,P’ 
I 
i* j* 
I 
i* 
I 
K,k(P’) 2 K,k(X) -% K,k(P’) 
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in which u*, u.+ are transfer maps [21, Section 71 and the vertical arrows are induced by the 
map to a scheme from Spec of its function field. By calculation the lower composite is 
multiplication by N’. Since i* (A [ l] + Bx) = A[l], there is an equality u*(u* [l]) = 
N’[ l] + N”x for some integer N”. Because x2 = 0 and N’ is relatively prime to /, it follows 
that u.+(u* [ 11) becomes a unit after localizing at 8. By the projection formula [21, Section 7, 
2.101, qr)O(u*) IS a monomorphism and, up to an automorphism of Z,,,@ K,P’, 
Zto 0 (u,) is left inverse for it. 
2.7. Remark. The argument above can be copied for spectra instead of groups, and with 
localization replaced by completion. The conclusion is that up to homotopy the spectrum 
gP1 is a retract of EX. In fact, by starting with an appropriate map X -+ P ’ and using the 
above technique with the induced maps X, + P,‘, we can obtain a family of retractions 
kX, + RP,’ which are compatible in n. Let U” denote the e-completion of a spectrum 
U (Example 4.3). Passing to the limit (4.2) gives a retraction 
gX, 1: (hocolim,I?X,)” + (hocolim,I?P,‘)^ = i?PL 
which is compatible with the Galois actions of Fg on these spectra. 
A related argument can be used to show that I?F is a summand of RX’. 
In this section we recall some facts about the Ctale cohomology, define the Iwasawa 
module associated to a curve, and interpret this module in terms of &tale cohomology. 
&ale cohomology plays a role in this paper because of Thomason’s theorem (Theorem 5.3), 
which for an appropriate scheme Y gives a relationship between the &ale cohomology 
of Y and the homotopy groups of a certain homotopical ocalization LKY of the spectrum 
KY. 
For most of this section we look at the ttale cohomology of curves from a general 
point of view, with the goal of obtaining Proposition 3.18. This proposition figures 
in the proof of Lemma 5.5 and also, in a disguised form, in the proof of Lemma 6.6. We end 
the section with some specialized remarks about the Iwasawa module (3.14) and 
Brauer group (3.17) of a curve over a finite field. The Iwasawa module is the algebraic 
object in terms of which we express our main calculations (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). The 
Brauer group comes up in studying the relationship between rcoK Y and n&KY for various 
curves Y. 
The curves X and X’ = X\S are as in 2.1; in particular, g is the genus of X and of X’. We 
begin by working over F and then move on in 3.8 to ground fields which are not 
algebraically closed. Three kinds of coefficient sheaves for Ctale cohomology appear: the 
multiplicative group G,, the finite locally constant sheaves Z/f”(m), and the e-torsion 
sheaves Z/em(m). 
3.1. The multiplicative group. First we treat cohomology groups H&; G,) with 
coefficients in the sheaf G, of multiplicative units. These groups have an algebraic flavor 
and can often be computed directly. For nonsingular curves over P the calculations are as 
follows. 
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3.2. THEOREM. Let X and X’ be as in 2.1, let X’ = Spec 8 and let S be the cardinality 
of the (Jinite) set S of points of X above S. Then there are natural isomorphisms 
F” i=O cox i=O 
Hi,@; G,) = Pick i = 1 Hi,@‘; G,) = Pit X’ i = 1 
0 i>l 
1 
0 i> 1. 
Moreover, Pit X g Z @ Pit' X, where Pit’ X is an e-divisible torsion group with /-primary 
component isomorphic to (Z/em)2g. Similarly, Pick’ is an e-divisible torsion group with 
e-primary component isomorphic to (Z/em)2g. The group 0 x is the direct sum of the multipli- 
cative group of roots of unity and a free abelian group an (S - 1) generators. 
Proof: See the discussion in [7, pp. 33-351 for the complete case. Deligne points out that 
the group Pit’ X is e-divisible for general reasons; it is torsion in our particular case because 
it is the colimit of the finite (cf. 2.5) groups PicOX,, as E ranges over subfields of 
F containing F. 
To make the affine calculation, let g : x --f _% be the inclusion. As in [ 16, p. 1063 there is 
a short exact sequence 
0 -, Gm,x -, g*G,,n, -, xqfi,*Z -, 0 
of sheaves on X. Now follow the argument of [7, p. 351. 
Hi,@; G,) r HL,(X’; G,) for i 2 2 and an exact sequence 
(3) 
This gives isomorphisms 
Because of general formulas relating Hi,( --; G,) to units (if i = 0) and to Pic(if i = 1) 
[ 16, p. 1073, this exact sequence can be identified with the low-dimensional Quillen localiza- 
tion sequence 
O-F+@” -3_Z4:PicX+PicX’+O 
(see 2.5). In light of the above calculations of HLt(X; G,), the desired results follow 
easily. Cl 
3.3. Finite, locally constant coeficients. Next we consider cohomology with coefficients 
in Z/e&(m) (k > 0). Here Z/e”(m) denotes a certain locally constant sheaf of abelian groups 
in the &tale topology. In general, the global twist for such a locally constant sheaf is 
determined by an action of the &ale fundamental group n: Y on some fibre module [16, 
p. 1561. (In our examples the fundamental group $Y can be identified as the automor- 
phism group over Y of a suitable maximal unramified extension of Y [ 16, I, Section 51). For 
a scheme Y over F, the structure map Y -+ Spec F provides a homomorphism 
r$Y + $(SpecF) = Aut(F/F) + I& (4) 
and under this homomorphism the sheaf Z/e”(m) on Y corresponds to the identically 
named module Z/dk(m) over l7; (2.2). From a homotopy theoretic point of view, Hd,( Y; Z/ 
Ck(m)) is the conventional cohomology with twisted coefficients of the pro-space Y&, asso- 
ciated to Y by &ale homotopy theory [ll, 4.41. 
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3.4. Dependence on the Tute twist. If Y is a scheme over Fbt (or F,) then the homomor- 
hism (4) is trivial, all of the coefficient systems Z/ek(m) are untwisted, and, up to a non- 
canonical isomorphism amounting to a choice of ekth root of unity in F,, Hi,( Y; Z/ ek(m)) 
does not depend on m. For a scheme such as X which is extended from the scheme X over F, 
the Galois action of r, on X combines with the group action of r, on Z/ek(m) to give 
a diagonal action of r, on H$(X; Z/ek(m)). In this case, for every pair of integers m and m’ 
there are natural I=,-module isomorphisms 
Hd,(X; Z/ek(m)) g HL,(X; Z/e”(m’))(m -ml). (5) 
For an abelian group N, let ,tN denote the kernel of multiplication by dk in N. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let X and X’ be as in 2.1 and let x’ = Spec 0. Use H:,{k, m> and 
H:,{k, m}’ to denote HL,(X; Z/e”(m)) and H$(X’; Z/Ck(m)), respectively. Then there are 
n&al iiomorphisms of r’,-modules: 
-+ ,kPicX’ + 0. 
f Zlek(m) i=O 
Hi,{k,m} = 
(,tPicoX)(m - 1) i = 1 
Z/ek(m - 1) i=2 
10 i>2 
where the group A lies in a short exact sequence 
O+Z/8k@(fi)x +A 
Proof: For schemes over F, or more generally for schemes over Z [ l/8]; there is an exact 
“Kummer sequence” 
e* 
O+Z/~k(l)-rG,+G,+O (6) 
of sheaves in the Ctale topology [16, p. 663. In the case m = 1, the theorem follows from 
Theorem 3.2 and the long exact cohomology sequence associated to (6); in general, then, 
from (5). cl 
Remark. After Galois actions have been ignored and the formulas in Theorem 3.2 have 
been taken into account, Theorem 3.5 states that the &ale cohomology of X with coeffi- 
cients in Z/dk is the same as the singular cohomology with coefficients in Z/ek of an 
orientable surface of genus g. Similarly, the Ctale cohomology of X’ with coefficients in Z/ek 
is the same as the singular cohomology of a surface of genus g with S punctures, where s is 
the number of points of X above S. 
3.6. More general torsion coeficients. Finally, the group Hi,( Y; Z/d”(m)) is defined to 
be colim, Hi,( Y; Z/ek(m)), where the colimit is taken with respect o the homomorphisms 
induced by the natural monomorphisms Z/t”(m) + Z/ek+‘(m). For m = 1 these groups can 
be calculated by using the Kummer sequence and a colimit argument: there are short exact 
sequences 
0 + Z/em @I Hi,‘(Y; G,) -+ H:,(Y; Z/e”(l)) + Tor(Z/L’“, Hi,(Y; G,)) +O. (7) 
If N is an abelian group, let (.=N denote Tor(Z/8W, N); this is naturally isomorphic to 
the union uk(ILN). 
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3.1. THEOREM. Let X and X’ be as in 2.1 and let x’ = Spec 6. Use Hit{oo, m} and 
Hd, {co, m}’ to denote HL,(X; Z/em(m)) and H:,(X’; Z/em(m)), respectively. Then there are 
natural isomorphisms of r,-modules 
( Z/em(m) 
i=O 
H:,{oo, m> = 
(,=PicOX)(m -1) i = 1 
Z/em(m - 1) i=2 
H:,{oo,m) = 
i>2 
Z/e"(m) 
B(m - 1) 
0 
i=O 
i=l 
i>l 
where the group B lies in a short exact sequence 
O-+Z/em@(@)x +B+cmPicX’-+O. 
Proof: From m = 1 this follows from (7) and Theorem 3.2, and then for other m 
from 3.4. cl 
3.8. Descent to X, and X. So far the calculations in this section have dealt only with the 
&ale cohomology of curves over i?. To obtain information about curves over smaller fields, 
we will use the calculations as input to the following descent spectral sequence. From the 
point of view of &tale homotopy theory this is the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
associated to the principal covering f + Y. 
3.9. THEOREM. (Artin et al. [2, VIII, KS]). Suppose that Y is a scheme ouer F which is 
quasi-compact and quasi-separated, F = lim, Y, is an inverse limit of schemes Galois over Y, 
and G is the projinite group Aut( f/Y ) = lim, Aut (YJY ). Let N denote, for instance, G,, 
Z/ek(m), or Z/em(m), and let HGal(G; -) denote Galois cohomology of G. Then there is afirst 
quadrant spectral sequence of cohomological type 
Et;j = H&,,(G; H&(f; N) 3 H::‘(Y; N), (8) 
We will use this spectral sequence in two situations, one in which the automorphism 
group G = Aut( y/Y) is a limit of finite groups of order relatively prime to z?, and another in 
which G = ZL. 
3.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose that Y, ? and G are as in Theorem 3.9, and that G is an 
inverse limit of groups of order prime to d. Let N denote one of coeficients Z/ck(m) or 
Z/em(m). Then for any i >, 0 
(1) the fixed point module H6(F; N)’ is a direct summand of Hi,(f; N) and, 
(2) the natural map Hit( Y; N) + H{,( f; N)G is an isomorphism. 
Remark. This proposition applies if (F, Y ) is one of the pairs (X0, X) or (XL, X), in 
which case G = AF (2.2). It also applies if (P, Y) is one of the pairs (x, X,) or (x’, X’,), in 
which case G is the Galois group Gal(F/F,), and, by the theory of finite fields, is isomorphic 
to the product n, + c Z,. 
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Write P = lim, Y, as in Theorem 3.9, and let 
G, = Aut( Y,/Y ). Then G, is a quotient of G and so is a finite group of order prime to e. Let 
N = Z/ek(m). Since each of the groups H&(Y,; N) is a module over Zyj, there is a norm 
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operator n, which sends x E H,‘,( Y,; N) to (l/l G l)Clgx and gives a retraction of H,j;( Y,; N) 
onto HiJ Y,; N)‘*. If Ys + Y, is one of the bonding maps in the inverse system giving F, it is 
clear from a naturality argument hat there is a commutative diagram 
H,‘,(Y,; N) + H,‘,(Y@; N) 
4 
I 
“P 
Hit( Y,; N)‘. 
1 
+ H;( Ys; N)‘@ 
Passing to a colimit gives a retraction of colim, H,‘,( Y,; N) onto Hit( f; N)‘; by [2, VII, 5.71 
though, colim,H,‘,(Y,; N) is isomorphic to Hit(?; N). Since these retractions are natural 
with respect o maps of the coefficient sheaves Z/c“(m), passing to a further colimit gives the 
required retraction for coefficients Z/P(m). This proves (1). 
To prove (2) note that the descent spectral sequence 
E$’ = H&(G,; Hc’,(Y,; Z/ek(m))) =S H;:‘(Y; Z/dk(m)) 
has Et’ = 0 for i > 0, because for a finite group, such as G,, Galois cohomology is the same 
as ordinary group cohomology and vanishes in positive dimensions if the coefficients are 
torsion of order prime to the group order. The spectral sequence thus gives HL,( Y; Z/ek(m)) 
z Hi,( Y,; Z/~!~(rn))“=. Passing to a colimit gives H:,(Y; Z/ek(m)) z Ht,(f; Z/ek(m))” 
and passing to a further colimit gives corresponding isomorphisms for coefficients 
Zfe*(m). Cl 
3.11. Remark. If N is an abelian group with an endomorphism g, write Ntgl and Nt,, for, 
respectively, the kernel and cokernel of the endomorphism (1 - g) of N. 
3.12. PROPOSITION. Suppose that Y, f and G are as in Theorem 3.9, and that G is 
isomorphic to Zc. Let g E G be a topological generator, and let N denote one of the coejicients 
Z/e”(m) or Z/em(m). Then there are short exact sequences 
O~H:;‘(~;N),g,~H~,(Y;N)~H~~(~;N)[g’_)O. 
Remark. This proposition applies if the pair (y, Y) is either (X,, X,) or (X’,, X). In 
these cases the Frobenius automorphism 4 E Gal(F,/F) = G gives a canonical topological 
generator of G. 
Proof of Proposition 3.12. For N = Z/ek(m) this is proved by making a direct calcu- 
lation with the cohomology of cyclic e-groups [9,3.9] to show that the descent spectral 
sequence (Theorem 3.9) collapses. The result follows for Z/,4m(m) by passing to a colimit. 
cl 
We will use the following consequence of the above calculations and spectral sequences 
in the proof of the main theorem. 
3.13. THEOREM. Let q5 be the automorphism of X, over X induced by the Frobenius 
automorphism of F, over F. Then for m b 0 the sequence 
0 + Hi,(X; Z/P(m)) + Hi,(X,; Z/d”(m))2 Hi,(X,; Z/em(m)) + 0 
is exact for all i. 
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Proof Let d be the degree of F,, over F, so that 4” is the Frobenius automorphism of 
X, over X0. Let N = Z/la(m), and consider the commutative diagram 
0 - H;,(X,,; N) - H$(X,; N) ‘-y Hb(X,; N) + 0 
7 
I 
T’ 
I 
id 
I 
0 - H:,(X; N) ---+ H;,(X,; N) 3 Hf,(X,; N) + 0 
in which the map z is the norm or transfer map for the Galois covering X0 +X and 
z’ = 1 + f$ + ... + 4d-1. Suppose that the top row is exact. The diagram then shows that 
(1 - C#J) in the bottom row is surjective, and by descent for the Galois cover X0 -+ X 
(Proposition 3.10), it is clear that the rest of the bottom row is exact. In order to prove the 
theorem, then, we can replace X by X0, or equivalently, assume that the automorphism 
group of X, over X is isomorphic to Ze. 
According to the descent spectral sequence (Proposition 3.12), the theorem is equivalent 
to the statement hat the endomorphism (1 - 4) of A’(m) = Hi,(X,; Z/t”(m)) is surjective 
form 9 0 and all i. According to Proposition 3.10, Theorems 3.7 and 3.2, the group A’(m) is 
a divisible d-torsion group isomorphic (as a group) to (Z/t m)k for some integer k. Moreover, 
A’(m) = 0 for i > 2. Let B’(m) = Hom(Z/“, A’(m)). Clearly, B’(m) is a finitely generated 
free Z,-module and A’(m) is naturally isomorphic to Z/em 0 B’(m); to prove the theorem it 
is enough to show that the endomorphism (1 - 4) of B(m) = B’(m) 0 B’(m) @ B’(m) has 
a torsion cokernel for m % 0. This is equivalent o showing that (1 - 4) gives an automor- 
phism of Q @ B(m) for m B 0, but this follows directly from the fact that endomorphism 4 of 
the finite-dimensional Qc vector space Q 0 B(0) has only a finite number of distinct 
eigenvalues. 0 
3.14. The Iwasawa module. The Iwasawa module Mx is defined to be the automorphism 
group over X of a maximal pro-Galois pro-e abelian cover of X,. By naturality, this is 
a module over r;i (the profinite group of automorphisms of X, over X) and in fact 
a module over the continuous group ring A;i. The module Mx can be identified more 
concretely as follows. Let k(X,) be the function field of X,, k*(X,) an algebraic closure 
for it, and k’(X,) the union of all subfields of k*(X,) which are unramified abelian Galois 
e-extensions of k(X,). Then Mx is the automorphism group of k’(X,) over k(X,). 
There is an analogous Iwasawa module Mxf associated to X’. This can be constructed 
by letting k”(X,) denote the union of all subfields of k*(X,) which are abelian Galois 
e-extensions of k(X,) and have ramification only above the points S of X. Then Mx, is the 
automorphism group of k”(X,) over k(X,). 
From another point of view, Mx is the maximal abelian pro-e quotient group of $X,,, 
and Mxs is the maximal abelian pro-e quotient group of n?Xk. The next proposition 
follows from the general fact that the one-dimensional &ale cohomology of a scheme Y with 
coefficients in the constant sheaf corresponding to an abelian group N is isomorphic to the 
group of continuous homomorphisms from the &tale fundamental group of Y to N. Let A# 
denote the Pontriagin dual of the profinite abelian group A. 
3.15. PROPOSITION. The &ale cohomology group H&(X,; Z/em(O)) is isomorphic as 
a module over l-b to the Pontriagin dual M$. Similarly, Hit(Xb,; Z/l*(O)) is isomorphic as 
a module over l-g to Mx#, . 
3.16. Remark. By Theorems 3.2, 3.7 and Proposition 3.10, the group Hlt(X,; Z/em(O)) 
is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of copies Z/em. This implies that its Pontriagin dual, the 
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Iwasawa module Mx, is finitely generated and free as a module over Zc. Observe that, by 
Remark 3.16, for any m the group Hlt(X,; Z/em(m)) is isomorphic as a module over I-k to 
the twisted Pontriagin dual M%(m). Similar remarks apply to Mxf. 
3.17. The Brauer group. For a scheme Y, the (cohomological) Brauer group Br(Y) of 
Y is defined to be the group H%( Y; G,). By Theorem 3.2 this group vanishes for Y = X, X’. 
The situation is slightly different for X and X’ themselves. 
3.18. THEOREM. Let X and X’ be as in 2.1 and let s be the cardinality of the set S of points 
ofX’ at injinity. Then Br(X) g 0 and Br(X’) z (Q/Z)s-‘. 
Proof The fact that Br(X) = 0 is pointed out in [16,111.2.22, case (g)]. Combining the 
other formulas there with the arguments in [16,111.2.22, case (e)] (cf. (3)) gives a short exact 
sequence 
0 + Br(X’) + xes Q/Z 5 Q/Z -+ 0 
for which it is necessary to make an appeal to class field theory [16, 111.2.22, case (f)] in 
order to evaluate the right-hand map. This exact sequence implies that Br(X’) has the 
desired form. 0 
Remark. Milne shows that Hi,(X; G,) is Q/Z for i = 3 and vanishes for i > 3. Argu- 
ments similar to those above show that H$(X’; G,) vanishes for i > 3. Since the corres- 
ponding cohomology groups for i 6 1 can be expressed in terms of multiplicative units and 
of Pit ([16, p. 1071, cf. Theorem 3.2), this completes the determination of the Ctale cohomol- 
ogy groups of X and of X’ with coefficients in G,. 
4. STABLE HOMOTOPY THEORY AND K-THEORY 
In this section we recall some facts about stable homotopy theory, topological K-theory, 
and the theory of homological localization for spectra. 
4.1. Spectra, ring spectra, and module spectra. Suppose that E is a spectrum in the sense 
of algebraic topology; see [lo] for a discussion of the category of spectra and Cl] for 
a description of its homotopy category. Associated to E is a homology theory E, and 
a cohomology theory E*; these are defined by the formulas EiU = niE A U = [S’, E A U] 
and E’U = [U, C’E]. Here S’ is the i-sphere spectrum, C’E = S’ A E is the ith suspension of 
E (so that rck C’E = 71~ _ iE) and [-, -1 stands for homotopy classes of maps in the category of 
spectra. The spectrum E is said to be a ring spectrum if there is a multiplication map 
m: E A E + E and a unit map e : So + E such that the diagrams 
EAEAE mhE EAE SOAE e/\E EAE EAP % EAE 
EAVI 
I -I =I 
EAE --!!!-B E 
-I =I 
E =, E 
-I 
E =, E 
commute up to homotopy. Module spectra over E are defined similarly. If E is a ring 
spectrum then x.+E is a graded ring and, for any spectrum U, E,U and E*U are graded 
modules over x*E. If U is a module spectrum over E then x* U is a graded module over 
x,E. A morphism f: El + E2 of ring spectra is a map of spectra which up to homotopy 
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respects the unit maps and the ring spectrum multiplications; such a morphism makes 
E2 into a module spectrum over El. These definitions play a role in algebraic K-theory 
because the assignment Y I--+ KY gives a functor from schemes to the category of ring 
spectra (actually more is true: see Section 8). For example, KF is a ring spectrum and KX 
is a module spectrum over it; KF, is a ring spectrum and KX, is a module spectrum 
over it. 
4.2. Localization with respect to homology. Parts of our main theorems deal with 
a certain homotopical ocalization functor, so we will briefly describe the general situation. 
Suppose that E is a spectrum. A map f: U -+ I/ of spectra is said to be an E,-equivalence if 
the induced map E, f: E, U + E, V is an isomorphism. A spectrum Z is said to be E,-local 
if any E,-equivalence U + I/ induces a bijection [V, Z] --+ [U, Z]. The class of E,-local 
spectra is closed under arbitrary homotopy limits. Bousfield proves in [4] that for any 
E there exists a iocalizationfunctor LE, which assigns to a spectrum U an E,-local spectrum 
Le(U) together with an E,-equivalence U + LE( U). A spectrum U is E, -local if and only if 
the map U --+ L&U) is an equivalence. 
The localization functor LE preserves (co-)fibration sequences and is well behaved with 
respect to homotopy colimits, in the sense that LE (hocolim, LEUa) is equivalent to 
LE(hocolim, U,). The functor LE preserves smash products in the sense that 
LE(LE U A LEV) N LE(U A V). This last implies that if R is a ring spectrum then L,(R) is 
a ring spectrum; similarly, if U is a module spectrum over R then LE(U) is a module 
spectrum over LE(R). 
4.3. Example (Moore spectrum localizations). If N is an abelian group and k E Z, 
a Moore spectrum &(N, k) is a connective spectrum such that Hi(&(N, k); Z) is isomorphic 
to N if i = k and is zero otherwise. Moore spectra are unique up to homotopy. If 
E = A!(R, 0) for some subring R of Q, then ZiE A X g R @ 7tiX and LE N E A -. For 
R = Q this localization LE is called the rationalization of X and for R = Z[l/d] it is called 
the localization ofX awayfrom e. Let AG denote A(Z/e, 0). The homology theory derived 
from _&?! is called mod e stable homotopy; there are universal coefficient sequences 
O~Z/dOniU~ni(J11,AU)~Tor(Z/e,~i_,U)~O. (9) 
The corresponding localization functor L, = (I) is the e-completionfunctor; there are exact 
sequences 
0 + Ext(Z/e”O, nix) +X -+ Hom(Z/d”, xi- IX) + 0. (10) 
Note that if N is a finitely generated abelian group, Ext (Z/em, N) is canonically isomorphic 
to the algebraic e-completion Zc 0 N of N. A spectrum which is E,-local for E = A$ is said 
to be t-complete. 
By (9), if the homotopy groups of U are uniquely e-divisible (for instance, if U is the 
localization away from e of some other spectrum) then Jt’[ A U is contractible and hence the 
e-completion of U is contractible too. 
4.4. The spectrum Jf. In Section 5 we will make use of the following observations. Let 
JY- denote the Moore spectrum A(Z/aw, -1) (Example 4.3). There is a natural map 
JV -+ So which includes JV as the fibre of the map from So to the localization of So away 
from e. Smashing this inclusion with a spectrum U gives a map JV” A U + U which expresses 
.,Y- A U as the fibre of the map from U to the localization of U away from e. In particular, 
the map JV A U + U becomes an equivalence after d-completion. There are short exact 
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4.5. Topological K-theory. Let %C denote the ordinary periodic complex K-theory 
spectrum and .?? its e-adic completion; see [18] for background information on 2. The 
spectrum 2 is a ring spectrum and ~*2 is the ring Z//[/l, fi- ‘1, where p E ~~2 and 
multiplication by B defines an equivalence S2 A 2 + 2. The associated cohomology theory 
2* is called e-adic complex K-cohomology, and has the property that for any spectrum 
X there are isomorphisms 
*‘X 2 lim $?(X,), i E Z 
a 
where the limit is taken over finite subspectra X, of X. In particular, this limit formula 
implies that the ring g-“$? = [$?, 21 of degree zero cohomology operations in 2 is 
naturally a profinite Z,-algebra. The closed subgroup r’ c (2’2)” of ring spectrum 
self-equivalences acts on n22 g Z[, and the resulting homomorphism 
c : r’ + Aut (Z,) g Zy is an isomorphism. (Under this isomorphism the /-adic integer 
a corresponds to the Adams operation @ : 2 + 2.) Let r denote the kernel of the 
composite surjection r’ A Z; + (Z/t)’ and A r (Z/I)” the quotient group Y/l-‘. Then r is 
abstractly isomorphic as a profinite group to the additive group of e-adic integers (recall 
that e is odd) and there is a uniquely split extension 
Let A’ denote the topological group ring Z,[I”J (2.3). Then there are isomorphisms 
N, i=O 
2’(.2-)z o 
i> i = 1. 
We let Z,(l) denote the A’-module 7c2g and Z,(m) the m-fold tensor power of Z,(l), which 
for any m E Z is isomorphic to 7c2,$?. If N is a A’-module, we denote by N(m) the “m-fold 
Tate twist” Z,(m) &, N, this has a A’-module structure induced by the diagonal action of 
r’ on the tensor product. 
4.6. Remark. For any spectrum X there are natural periodicity isomorphisms [9, 4.41 
@iX)( - 1) E $?-i+2x. 
4.7. Galois us Adams. With F as in Section 2, we will use the canonical monomorphism 
c-l.c F (see 2.2) to identify the Galois group rk with a subgroup of the group r’ of Adams 
operations, rF with a subgroup of r, A; with a subring of A’, and AF with a subring of A. It 
is clear that under these identifications the notion of Tate twist from Section 2.4 agrees with 
the one here. 
4.8. The functor 2. If E is the spectrum x A Ji$1: 2 A &$, where & as above is the 
Z/e-Moore spectrum, then the localization functor LE is denoted i and called localization 
with respect to mod e complex K-homology. If f is a map of spectra, then (,X A A,),(f) is an 
isomorphism if and only if 2*(f) is an isomorphism [9,4.7], so we also refer to 2 as 
localization with respect to 2* or localization with respect to &-adic complex K-cohomology. 
We also say that a spectrum U is 2*-local if U is (2 A Jz’l),-local, that is, U N l(X). It 
follows directly from the fact that JY~ is a smash factor of $? A A!( that any 2*-local 
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spectrum is also L’-complete (Example 4.3), and that the map from a spectrum to its 
e-completion becomes an equivalence when 2 is applied. 
4.9. Remark. The localization functor 2 is different in quality from the arithmetical 
functors of Example 4.3. For example, for a spectrum U and integer k, let PkU denote the 
k-connective cover of U, so that xiPkU = 0 for i G k and there is a map PkU + U inducing 
an isomorphism ~iPkU -+ rtiU, i > k. Then the map PkU + U induces an isomorphism 
?*U 1 2*PkU and therefore an equivalence i(PkU) + 2U [9, 4.91. In this sense LU 
depends up to homotopy only on the “germ” of U at infinity. 
4.10. Excellent spectra. A module N over a ring S (e.g. A’) is said to be excellent if it is 
finitely generated and has projective dimension at most 1. A spectrum U is said to be 
excellent if U is 2*-local and either 2’ U = 0 and G?“U is an excellent A-module or vice 
versa. The ring A’ is noetherian and has global dimension 2; it turns out that a finitely 
generated module N over A’ is excellent if and only if N has no finite A’-submodules 
[9, Section 73. For instance, if N is a module over A’ which is finitely generated and torsion 
free as a module over ZL, then N is excellent as a module over A’. 
The next two propositions show that an excellent A-module corresponds to an essen- 
tially unique excellent spectrum, and that maps into an excellent spectrum are determined 
up to homotopy by cohomological data. 
4.11. PROPOSITION (Dwyer and Mitchell [9, 4.171). Zf N is an excellent module over A’ 
and n E Z, then there is up to homotopy a unique excellent spectrum X = Ax(N, n) such that 
2”(X) is isomorphic to N as a module over A’ and 2”+‘X = 0. 
Remark. The A’-modules 2i~X(N, n) for values of i other than n and n + 1 are given 
by periodicity (Remark 4.6). The spectrum A&N, n) is a kind of “Moore spectrum” 
(Example 4.3) with respect o the cohomology theory 2*. 
4.12. PROPOSITION (Dwyer and Mitchell [9, 4.151). Suppose that U is an excellent 
spectrum with, say, $?‘U = 0. Then for any spectrum V with L?-’ V = 0 there are natural 
isomorphisms 
Hom,.(2’U, (g’V)(m)), i = 2m 
Exti,(g’U, (*‘V)(m)), i=2m-1. 
4.13. Examples of excellent spectra. The spectrum LKF is excellent and is of type 
Ax(Z,[T’/Tb], 0) = JltX(A’ @,,,_Z,(O), 0) [9,4.18]. The spectrum KF is almost excellent, 
in the sense that the map KF + LKF N LKF induces isomorphisms [9, 4.141 
Z@ K,(F) = xiKF 7 XiZKF z niJx(Zc[r’/r&]) 0) (i > 0). 
The spectrum L(KF,) is equivalent o 2 itself [9, 4.161 and is of type A&‘, 0). Again, 
KF, is almost excellent in the sense that the map KF, + i(KF,) induces isomorphisms 
niKF, + niL(KF,) for i 2 0. Under the equivalence LKF, N 2 the self-map of LKF, 
induced by a Galois automorphism g E I; of F, corresponds to the self-map 
g’=c-1CF(g)d-‘0f2. 
Here is another class of examples. 
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4.14. PROPOSITION. Suppose that U is a module spectrum over 2, and that each homotopy 
group pi U is a jnitely generated torsion-free module over ~2 = Z,. Then both s~“U and 
%?-’ U are excellent A’-modules, and there is an equivalence 
u ?: &&Pu, 0) v A!&Pu, 1) 
inducing the identity map on J?-” and on G? I. Moreover, this equivalence is unique up to 
homotopy, in the sense that any self-equivalence of U inducing the identity map on 2’ and on 
s?“-’ is homotopic to the identity. 
ProoJ Since ‘IC, U is a module over 7cn,%? = Z,[j?, fl-‘I, the homotopy groups of U are 
periodic of period 2. Choose finite Z,-module bases {xi} and {yi> for noU and n1 U, 
respectively. Multiplying by the basis elements gives a map 
(11) 
which is clearly an isomorphism on x0 and 71 , and therefore an equivalence by periodicity. 
The spectra ViJ? and VjG? are excellent spectra of type Ax(Fo, 0) and ALk(F1, I), 
respectively, for certain free A’-modules F. and F1. Calculating with the equivalence (11) 
shows that F. is 2” U and F1 is ~8-’ U. The final statement results from computing [U, U] 
with the help of (11) and Proposition 4.12. 0 
4.15. Remark. In the above proof, let Fi = A’ @,Ni. A calculation with Proposition 
4.12 shows that ~iU = HomK(Fi, Z,(O)) = Hom,,(Ni, Z,), or, in other words, that Ni 2 
Horn,,, (xi U, Z,). This gives an expression for 2 * U in terms of 7c* U. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we give our main calculations of the topological K-theory of algebraic 
K-theory spectra, and obtain formulas for the 2*-localizations of these spectra. We 
continue to use the notation of 2.1; in particular, X is a nonsingular complete curve over 
F and X’ = X\S a nonsingular affine curve. The cohomology theory 2* is e-adic complex 
K-theory (4.3, A’ is the ring of stable degree 0 operations in 2*, and 2 is localization with 
respect o 2* (4.8). 
5.1. THEOREM. Let Mx be the Iwasawa modulefor X (3.14), considered as a module over 
A; c A’ (4.7). Then there are natural isomorphisms of A’-modules 
2i(KX) g 
A’ OK Mx, i=-1 
(A’ &Z,(O))2 = (Z, [Y/l-&])‘, i = 0. 
These isomorphisms reflect a wedge product decomposition of spectra (4.13) 
ZKX N A~(A’ 0,; Mu, - 1) v ZKF v LKF. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let MxS be the Iwasawa module for X’ (3.14), considered as a module over 
A; c A’ (4.7). Then there are natural isomorphisms of A’-modules 
2i(KX) = 
A’ OK Mxf, i=-_l 
A’ @,,; Z,(O) = ZL [l-‘/l-;], i = 0. 
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These isomorphisms reflect a wedge product decomposition of spectra (4.13), 
LKX’ 1~ Ax@’ @I,,; Mx, - 1) V LKF. 
Remark. The above 2*-Moore spectra are well defined, or in other words the indicated 
A’-modules are excellent, by 4.10 and Remark 3.16. 
Remark. The above wedge product decomposition of I?KX and LKX’, together with 
the special form taken by the 2-cohomology of the wedge factors, gives these spectra the 
structure of module spectra over &F [9,4.22]. These module spectrum structures agree 
with the standard ones from 4.1 and 4.2; this can be proved by a naturality argument along 
the lines of [9,6.13]. 
The proofs of the above results are based upon the following theorem of Thomason, 
which gives us a handhold on the spectra L(KY) for Y = X, X,, X’, X’,. Recall from 4.4 
that .N denotes the Moore spectrum &(Z/em, -1). 
5.3. THEOREM (Thomason [24, 4.1, A.143). Suppose that Y is a regular scheme over 
Z [ l/e] satisfying certain mild &ale cohomological conditions; for instance, Y could be X, X,, 
X’or XL. Then there is a natural left half plane spectral sequence of homological type 
Eij=H&‘(Y;Z/d”(j/2)) * 7ti+j-,Nr\L(KY). 
Remark. The coefficients Z/d m (j/2) are to be interpreted as zero if j is odd. As described 
in [9, Section 61, this spectral sequence is obtained by first taking a colimit over k of the 
spectral sequences from [24] converging to 7c,&t A i(KY) and then introducing a shift, 
represented above by the subscript in “R. , +j- 1”, to account for the equivalence N N C ~ ’
hocolimk Aft. 
We will first concentrate on using this to prove Theorem 5.1. 
5.4. LEMMA. Let Mx be the Iwasawa module of X (3.14) and M: the dual &-module 
Hom,,(M,, Z,). There are l$module isomorphisms 
XiZKX, E 
1 
Z,(m) 0 Z,(m), i = 2m 
M:(m), i=2m-1. 
The group M:(m) is finitely generated and free as a module over ZL. 
Proof Let U = N A LKX,. By 4.4, the L’-completion of U is LKX,. According to 
Theorems 5.3, 3.7, Proposition 3.10 and Remark 3.16 there are isomorphisms 
Q,,,_~U g Hi,(X,; Z/em(m)) z M;(m) 
where M $ (m) is the twisted Pontriagin dual of Mx. Moreover, Mx is finitely generated and 
free as a module over Zd. For each m there is a short exact sequence 
O~H%(X,;Z/e~(m+1))~71,,_, U + Hg(X,; Z/em(m)) + 0 
in which the two outer groups are both isomorphic to Z/em(m). Clearly, then, all of the 
homotopy groups of U are e-divisible. It follows that the “Ext” terms vanish in the exact 
sequences 4.4 for computing n.+LKX, in terms of n, U. Since Hom(Z/e”, M:(M)) is 
isomorphic to M:(M) and Hom(Z/e”, Z/d”( m )) is isomorphic to Z,(m), (10) gives both 
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the desired formula for rc2,,_ i LKX, and a family of short exact sequences 
0 -+ Z&n) + nz,ZKX, + Z,(m) + 0. (12) 
To complete the proof, it is necessary to check that these short exact sequences can be split 
as sequences of modules over I;. By Remark 2.7, the spectrum i(KPk) is a retract of 
LKX, in a way which is compatible with the action of I-k. Let H, be the canonical ine 
bundle over PL and xrn the class [Hm] - [l] E K,,PL. The calculations of Quillen (2.6) 
give an equivalence 
KF, V KF, 
(a,b)~a~frl +6.x, KP;. 
Since H, is Galois invariant, this equivalence is equivariant up to homotopy with respect o 
r;i. Thus, there are isomorphisms of &-modules (4.13) 
n&KP~) z rc2,~(KF, V KF,) E Z,(m) @I Z,(m). 
In particular, Z,(m) @ Z,(m) is a I;-retract of nzm LKX,. It follows immediately from (12) 
that the retraction must be an isomorphism. q 
5.5. LEMMA. Let C#I be the automorphism of LKX, induced by the Frobenius automor- 
phism of F, over F, and F the homotopy jibre of the self-map (1 - 4) of LKX,. Let 
1:LKX -+ F be any lift of the natural map LKX A -+ LKX, to F. Then 3, is an equivalence. 
5.6. Remark. By functionality of the construction of K-theory spectra and functorality 
of 2 (8.2), the automorphism 4 of LKX, (strictly) stabilizes the natural map 
LKX + LKX,. This gives rise to a preferred lift 1. The lemma states that any lift 1, 
including the preferred one, is an equivalence. 
Proof. It is enough to show that the map JV A ,? is an equivalence, since I can be 
recovered from .M A 1 by applying 2 (4.8 and 4.4). For this it is enough (by Remark 4.9) to 
show that rrr(N A 2) is an isomorphism for i + 0. To do this we will show first that the map 
JV A F -+ .N A LKX, induces isomorphisms 
Bi(~AF)qa,(JlrAZKX,)rg, i&O (13) 
and secondly that the map JV A LKX -+ JV A LKX, induces isomorphisms 
Ki(JV A LKX) 5 xn,(N A ICKX~)~‘, i $0. (14) 
The isomorphisms (13) result from combining the calculations of rrn,N A LKX, from 
Lemma 5.4 (see 4.4) with Theorem 3.13 and the long exact homotopy sequence of the 
fibration sequence defining F. The isomorphisms (14) result from comparing the Thomason 
spectral sequence for rr*(N A LKX) with the corresponding spectral sequence for 
rr*(Jlr A LKX,), in the light of Theorem 3.13. For i large and even, the desired isomorphism 
is immediate. For i = 2m - 3 large and odd, the spectral sequences give a map of short exact 
sequences 
0 + E52,2nm + IriJlrAZKX + E;,,,_,(X) + 0 
I I I 
0 + E22,z,“(Xco) -+ ?‘c&A~KX, + E;,,,_,(X,) + 0 
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in which by Theorem 3.13 each outer vertical arrow maps the upper group isomorphically 
onto the fixed points of the action of I-b on the lower group. It follows easily that the middle 
vertical arrow has the same isomorphism property. q 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since KX, is a module spectrum over KF, (4.1), its localization 
&X, is a module spectrum over kF, z 2 (4.2 and 4.13). For g E I; let 
g’ = c-‘+(g) E I’. Consider the diagrams 
KF, AKX, + KX, i%iKX, -+ iKX, 
9A9 
I 
9 
I 
S’AS 
I 
9 
I 
(15) 
KF,/\KX, + KX, &,KX, --+ LKX, 
in which the horizontal arrows are module spectrum structure maps. By naturality (4.1) the 
left-hand diagram commutes up to homotopy, and so the right-hand diagram, which is 
essentially obtained from the other one by applying 2, also commutes up to homotopy. 
According to Proposition 4.14, Remark 4.15 and Lemma 5.4, there is an equivalence 
e : LKX, z .,Hx(A, 0) V Ax@?, 1) 
A=N@A’ 
B = A’@ ,,M,(-1) 
in which the formula for B depends on the fact that the Z,-dual of M:(m) is M,( - m). The 
group I; acts on B diagonally--on A’ by the embedding I; + I’ c (A’)’ and on Mx( - 1) 
by the Galois action-and there is a unique operation of rk up to homotopy on Mx(B, 1) 
such that the induced action on 2i_&‘&?, 1) = B is this diagonal one (Proposition 4.12). 
There is a similar operation of I; up to homotopy on &,(A, 0). These two constructions 
combine to give an operation of I; up to homotopy on JY-&~, 0) V A&‘&B, 1). It follows 
from the commutativity of the right-hand diagram in (15) and the uniqueness provision in 
Proposition 4.14 that the equivalence is equivariant up to homotopy with respect o the 
above operation of I’; on the target and the Galois operation on the source. 
Let 4 E I; be the automorphism of X, or LKX, induced by the Frobenius automor- 
phism of F, over F, and +A and & the self-homotopy equivalences of A&t, 0) and 
.Nx(B, 0) corresponding as above to the automorphisms of A and B induced by 4. Let 
f : LKX + LKX, be the natural map. Clearly, tbf =$ As above, then, (4A V $B)ef is 
homotopic to ef: Let FA be the homotopy fibre of (+A - I), FB the homotopy fibre of (&, - 1) 
and F the homotopy fibre of 4 - 1. Then the map ef lifts (perhaps not uniquely) to a map 
L:KX+F-F,VFB 
and by Lemma 5.5 any such lift Iz is an equivalence. The desired result now follows from 
direct-calculation of .?*FA and g* FB. To make the second calculation, for 
observe that the long exact 2*-cohomology sequence of the fibration 
FB -, d&% 1) - ’ -4A A%‘~(& 1) gives an isomorphism g°FB 2 0 and a short 
quence 
O+A’Qr,Mx(-l)= A’&,M,(-l)++F,-,O. 
instance, 
sequence 
exact se- 
Here “4 @ 4” denotes the above diagonal action of 4 on A’ @,Mx( - 1). Since 4 is 
a topological generator of I’; and the modules involved are profinite and hence compact, it 
follows immediately that 2 ’ FB is A’@,,F Mx( - 1). By Remark 4.6, %? - ’ FB E A’ @I,,~ Mx. 
cl 
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The proof of Theorem 5.2 is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.1. The one 
simplification is that n&KXL z Z,(m) ( one summand); there is no need to use a splitting 
argument in proving the analogue of Lemma 5.4. 
6. RETRACTIONS 
The notation in this section is the same as that in Section 5. Here we show that the 
localization maps KX + LKX and KX’ + LKX’ come close to having right inverses up to 
homotopy, i.e. to being retractions in the homotopy category. There is one major obstruc- 
tion to the unqualified existence of such inverses: the negative-dimensional homotopy 
groups of the localized spectra LKX and LKX’ never vanish, but the negative dimensional 
homotopy groups of RX and KX’ always do. We come close to the point of showing that 
this is the only obstruction. In the case of the complete curve X we show that a right inverse 
exists after passing to O-connective covers (Remark 4.7), i.e. discarding all homotopy groups 
in dimensions 0 and below. With a little more work it would be possible to retain no, but we 
do not do that. In the case of the affine curve X’ we show that a right inverse exists after 
discarding homotopy groups in dimension 1 and below. In this case we know of more 
complicated arguments that allow retaining rrl (at least in special cases) but it is impossible 
in general to retain no, since if X’ has more than one point at infinity the map 
noKX’ + noLKX’ is not surjective. 
Remark. There is a version of the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture which states that the 
map KX + LKX should induce an isomorphism on 71; for i > 0, and that the map 
KX’ + LKX’ should induce an isomorphism on Ki for i 2 1. The results in this section can 
be interpreted as saying that in a fairly strong sense the spectra KX and RX’ are large 
enough for the conjecture to hold. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let P’(LKX) be the O-connective cover of the spectrum LKX. Then the 
natural map u: P’(KX) + P’(LKX) has a right inverse up to homotopy, i.e. there is a map 
v: P’(LKX) + KX such that uu is homotopic to the identity map of P’(iKX). 
6.2. THEOREM. Let P’(LKX’) be the l-connective cover of the spectrum LKX. Then the 
natural map u : P’(KX’) + P’(LKX’) has a right inverse up to homotopy, i.e. there is a map 
u: P’(LKX’) -+ P’(KX’) such that uv is homotopic to the identity map of P’(LKX’). 
6.3. Remark. In the remainder of this section we will stretch the usual terminology and 
say that a diagram of spectra “is” strictly commutative if for some evident natural reason 
there exists a preferred commutative diagram of spectra which is equivalent to it up to 
homotopy. Such commutative diagrams of spectra come from the machinery described in 
Section 8. 
We will first concentrate on proving Theorem 6.1. Let RX denote hoiim, RX,,, where 
the structure maps of the inverse system are the transfer maps z,,,_ 1 : KX, + KX,_ 1 [21, 
Section 71 (8.1). Similarly, let RLX denote holim,L(KX,). There is a strictly commutative 
diagram of spectra 
Rx 1: iCLx 
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in which u comes from applying the homotopy limit construction to the maps 
KX, + LKX,, which fit into strictly (Remark 6.3) commutative diagrams (8.2) 
KX, + LKX, 
%,.-I 1 &,.- 4 
KX,_l + KX,- 1 
The maps z, and r”, are derived from the fact that KX and LKX are the terminal objects in 
the inverse systems defining KX and KLX, respectively. 
Remark. The spectrum KLX is g*-local for general homotopy limit reasons (4.2), but it 
is not necessarily equivalent o i(KX). It is to avoid a possible confusion here that we have 
taken the step of using L as a superscript in the notation for this spectrum. 
6.4. Remark. After perhaps some slight adjustment (8.1) the maps z, and r”, can be 
taken to be strictly equivariant with respect o the inverse limit Galois action of r& on the 
domain spectra and the trivial action of I”; on the range spectra. 
6.5. LEMMA. There exists a contractible l-k-spectrum P and a r&equivariant homotopy 
jibre square 
in which the lower arrow is the map induced by X, + X. 
Proof: Let 4 denote the automorphism of LKX, induced by the Frobenius automor- 
phism of F, over F. Let d, be the degree of F, over F. If f is self-map of some spectrum, 
write v(f, k) for 1 +f+f’ + ... +fk+l. Consider the (strict) map of cofibration sequences 
(Remark 5.6) 
fKX, - 
1 - #Id* 
LKX, - LKX, 
QT.) 
I 
~(4.4,) 
LKX - 
I 
= 
l-4 
LKX, - 
I 
LKX, 
derived from the transfer (cf. [9, pf. of 6.171). Clearly, the left-hand square here is 
a homotopy fibre square. Taking a homotopy limit over transfer maps of the upper edge of 
this square leads to another homotopy fibre square 
ffLX -+ holim,, LKX 
T”, 
I 
fKX + 
I 
LKX, 
where the bonding maps in the inverse system defining holim, EKX, are the self-maps t, of 
LKX, given by t, = v(@l, d,/d,_ 1). We claim that the spectrum P = holim,iKX, is 
contractible. The spectrum P is a homotopy limit of d-complete spectra (4.8) and so it itself 
is 6-complete (4.2). In particular, P is contractible if and only if JZl A P is contractible. Since 
.M( has only a finite number of cells (i.e. 2), smashing with Jsil commutes u~r to homotopy 
with homotopy limits, and so to finish the proof it is enough to show that 
holim, Ml A LKX, is contractible. This follows from a direct calculation with homotopy 
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groups. Each homotopy group Wi(JZL A &X,) z Z/d @ niLKX, is a finite module over 
Z/t (Lemma 5.4, Remark 3.16 and (9)) which is evidently fixed by I#J~~ for large enough n. 
Since d,/d,_ 1 = L’ for n > 0 (2.2), it follows that for any i the map t, induces multiplication 
by e on ni(JZl A LKX,) for n > 0. This implies that the inverse system {ni(JYJ A LKX,)} 
is pro-trivial for each i, and contractibility of &!! A U follows from the Milnor sequence 
[6, IX 3.11. Cl 
6.6. LEMMA. Let 4 be the automorphism of kLX induced by the Frobenius automorphism 
of F, over F, and let C be the homotopy cojbre of the self-map (1 - (p) of KLX. Let E be any 
extension over C of the map z”, : KLX + LKX. Then E is an equivalence. 
Proof: If N is an abelian group on which 4 acts, let N+ denote the cokernel of the 
endomorphism (1 - 4) of N. 
The homotopy limit nature of KLX guarantees that this spectrum is local with respect o 
$?* (4.2). Therefore, C is local with respect o 2* and it follows from Remark 4.9 that .a is 
an equivalence if ni(e) is an isomorphism for i $0. To obtain these last isomorphisms we 
will show that the map KLX + C induces isomorphisms 
(7CiKLX), 5 71iC, i$O (16) 
and that the map z”, : K”X + I%X induces isomorphisms 
(17) 
There is a natural cofibration sequence (Remark 5.6) 
LKX -+ LKX, - ‘-4~ LKX, 
which, in light of Lemma 6.5, can be backed up two stages to give a sequence 
This shows that the isomorphisms (16) will follow from the isomorphisms (17). To obtain 
these latter, let Ai = niZKX, = Zi- 1 ELX, so that Ai is a finitely generated torsion-free 
module over Zc and (by Lemma 5.4) there is a Tate twist isomorphism Ai g Ai- 1(1). By 
elementary linear algebra, the map (1 - (6) induces an automorphism of Q @ Ai for i % 0 (cf. 
proof of Theorem 3.13). Therefore, (1 - 4) gives an injective self-map of Ai for i % 0, and the 
desired isomorphisms can be obtained by examining the long exact homotopy sequence 
associated to either of the above cofibration sequences. 0 
The following result is well known. 
6.7. LEMMA. For n 2 - 1 the localization map L : K?X, -+ LKX,, induces isomorphisms on 
z. and on xl. 
Proof (Sketch; see 6.9 for another approach). It is enough to consider the case of X itself. 
Since IZ,KX and klKX are finitely generated (2.5), the group nrgX is isomorphic to 
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Zr 0 rr I KX (10). Let u : X + P’ be the map of Remark 2.7. There is a commutative diagram 
in which the vertical arrows are retractions (2.6 and Remark 2.7). The domains and ranges 
of these retractions are finitely generated Z,-modules which are abstractly isomorphic by 
calculation (see 2.5 for the left-hand arrow, and use Lemma 5.4 for the right-hand one). It 
follows that the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. This reduces the isomorphism question 
for nl to the special case X = P’; here the desired result follows from Proposition 4.14, 
since the algebraic K-theory spectrum of the projective line is equivalent o the wedge of 
two copies of KF (2.6). 
To treat rcO, observe that there are versions of the Thomason spectral sequence 
converging to TC,(A’(Z/~“, 0) A LKX) (see [9,6.1] or [24,4.1, A.143). Taking an inverse limit 
of these spectral sequences over k gives in degree 0 an exact sequence 
0 -+ 1iF Hft(X; Z/tk(l)) + TC,J?KX 5 likm Hi(X; Z/e”(O)) + 0. 
There are no “lim’” terms to disturb exactness here because all of the groups 
Hi,(X; Z/dk(m)) are finite (Section 3). The range of the map p is limkZ/ek 1 Zc, and the 
composite map n,KX + n,$KX -% Z, is essentially the rank homomorphism. Arguing 
with the Kummer sequence (6) shows that there is an exact sequence 
0 + Ext(Z/l”, H:,(X; G,)) + lip Hit(X; Z/e”(l)) 
+ Hom(Z/e”, Hi,(X; G,)) + 0 
in which the Ext group on the left is the e-completion of H,‘,(X’; G,) = PicX (see [9,3.10] 
for a similar calculation). Since Pit X is the kernel of the rank homorphism q,KX + Z (see 
2.5), naturality arguments show that rr,,@) is an isomorphism if and only if the group 
Hom(Z/em, Hi(X; G,)) vanishes. These naturality arguments are very similar to those of 
[8,8.2] or of [14,7.3,7.4]. However, as pointed out in Theorem 3.18, the Brauer group 
Br(X) = HfJX; G,) does in fact vanish. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Since the homotopy groups of KX, and LKX, are finitely 
generated modules over ZL and hence profinite groups, it follows from the Milnor sequence 
[6, IX, 3.11 that n, RX = lim, rc* KX, and Q KLX = lim, LKX,. In particular, by Lemma 
6.7 the map U: KX -+ KLX induces an isomorphism on xi for i = 0 and i = 1. By 8.4 the 
map u is a map of module spectra over the ring spectrum KF, . Since RX is e-complete and 
K”X is 2*-local (4.2), these module structures extend to compatible module actions of 
KF, on KX and of LKF, N 2 on ELX (4.2). Recall that the localization map KF, + 2 
is an isomorphism on homotopy in dimensions > 0 (4.13). The g-module structure on 
KLX implies that the homotopy groups of K”X are periodic of period 2. 
Let C$ denote the Frobenius automorphism F, over F, as well as various other maps 
induced by this automorphism. By naturality of the constructions in Section 8, the diagrams 
KF,/\KX + i?x ZKF,AFX + RLx 
@A4 
I 
4J 
I 
#A4 
I 
4 
I (18) 
KF,/&X, + KX ZKF, AR~X + RLx 
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commute up to homotopy. In addition, the map KX + KLX is equivariant with respect o 
the action of 4. 
The homotopy groups Ai = 7li~X z niKLX g xi+ 1 LKX, (i = 0,l) are finitely gener- 
ated torsion-free Z,-modules (Lemma 6.5 and 5.4). This implies that the Moore spaces 
~(Ai, i) are e-completions of finite wedges of spheres, and so up to homotopy there are 
unique maps si : ~(Ai, i) + RX (i = 0, 1) such that ni(si) is the identity. In addition, up to 
homotopy there is a unique self-map fi of A(&, i) such that 4si is homotopic to siJ. Each 
map si can be extended using the KF,-module structure of KX to a map 
si : kF, A ~(Ai, i) -+ RX. Let U denote the wedge product of the spectra KF, A &(Ai, i) 
(i = 0, l), s’ the sum sb V s;, and f’ the self-map of U given by (4 off) V (c$ r\fi). Consider 
the diagram 
I f’ # I . 
The left-hand square commutes up to homotopy by construction and the commutativity of 
the left-hand square in (18); the right-hand square commutes up to homotopy by the 
remarks above. Each horizontal map is an isomorphism on ni for i = 0 and i = 1 and so, by 
the periodicity of rrn, KLX, the composite horizontal map is an isomorphism on rti for i 2 0. 
In particular (Remark 4.9), this composite horizontal map induces an equivalence 
LU N KLX. Let C’ be the cofibre of the self-map (1 -f’) of U, so that LC’ is equivalent o 
the spectrum C of Lemma 6.6 and the map C’ + LC’ induces an isomorphism on homotopy 
in dimensions 2 1. By Remark 6.4, the composite map zo3s’ can be extended to a map 
E’ : C’ --f KX. There is a homotopy commutative diagram 
I 
k-c 
I mJ iKX 
in which the lower map is obtained by applying 2 to the upper one. The map i(.s’) is an 
extension of the type treated in Lemma 6.6, and so is a homotopy equivalence. The map 
P’(C’) + P’(iC’) is also an equivalence. Applying the functor P” to the above diagram 
thus gives the right inverse required by the theorem. 0 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 is virtually identical to proof above. Lemma 6.7 is replaced by 
the following (well-known) result; the difference between 6.7 and 6.8 is what causes the loss 
of one dimension in going from Theorem 6.1 to Theorem 6.2. 
6.8. LEMMA. For n 2 - 1 the localization map A: KX: -+ LKXk induces isoyorphisms on 
nl and on n2. 
Remark. As in the proof of Lemma 6.7, the discrepancy between rcoI?Xi and noiKXk is 
the group Hom(Z/e”, Br(Xk)). If Xi has more than one point at infinity, this group is not 
zero (Theorem 3.18). 
Proof of Lemma 6.8. It is enough to treat the case of X’ itself. Let X’ = Spec 0. The 
spectrum P’LKX’ is equivalent in a natural way to the O-connective cover of the &ale 
K-theory spectrum of 0 [24,4.11]. The proof of the lemma, then, is the same as the proof of 
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[8,8.2]. In combination with various naturality arguments, this proof uses Bass’s theorem 
[3, VI.8.51 on the vanishing of SKI(O) to treat rri@), and Tate’s calculation [23] to treat 
rc,(n). Although Tate deals explicitly only with K2 of the quotient field of 0, Soul& shows in 
[22, Lemma lo] how to extract the necessary information about K2(0). 0 
6.9. Low-dimensional isomorphisms. For the convenience of the reader who finds the 
above discussions too cryptic, we now describe a slightly different way to derive Lemmas 6.7 
and 6.8. This is based on arguments of [14]. We will treat only the cases of X and X’. Let 
k = k(X); by class field theory, k has Galois cohomological dimension two (equivalently 
ttale cohomological dimension two). Let _&!I denote the Moore spectrum A’Z/tk, 0) (see 
Example 4.3). Jardine shows in [14, Proposition 7.41 that the map 
ZiAfk A I?(k) + 7Cidltk AZK(k) (19) 
is an isomorphism if k = 1, i = 1 or 2, k contains a primitive 4th root of unity, and G > 3. 
A careful inspection of the proof shows that in our situation it carries through almost 
verbatim for all k 9 1, for / > 2 and without the assumption about the existence of a root of 
unity in k. The only change is that the norm residue homomorphism in the proof of [14,7.3] 
should be expressed in its Galois-invariant form 
nr : K,(k) @I Z/t!” -+ Htt(k; Z/Lk(2)). 
Since k is a global field, this symbol is an isomorphism by the results of Tate [23]. Taking 
a limit of the isomorphisms (19) over k thus gives isomorphisms 
nilZ(k) 2 niZK(k) 
for i = 1 or 2. Now let U denote the wedge of the spectra K(k(x)) as x runs through the 
closed points of X’, V = KX’, and W = K(k). Quillen’s localization theorem [21] gives 
a cofibration sequence U + T/ -+ W of spectra; recall (4.2) that such cofibration sequences 
are preserved by the e-completion functor or by the functor 2. Since the groups Ki(k(x)) are 
finite for i = 1 and vanish for i = 2 [20], the group 7c2 i? vanishes (10). It is a consequence of 
4.13 that the map fi -+ LIJ induces an isomorphism on pi for i 2 0. Here the remarks in the 
proof of [9,5.10] are useful in determining how 2 behaves when it is applied to an infinite 
wedge of spectra. For typographical reasons, let I? denote z(U), i?i = Zi I?, etc. One sees 
that there is a map of exact homotopy sequences 
in which as described above the indicated arrows are isomorphisms. The five lemma thus 
implies Lemma 6.8. 
To obtain Lemma 6.7, work as before, but replace U by the wedge of the spectra K(k(x)) 
as x runs through the closed points of X, and v by KX (W remains unchanged). Again there 
is a cofibration sequence U + V ---f W and a long exact ladder as above in which the 
indicated arrows are isomorphisms. Again, the five lemma shows that the localization map 
of Lemma 6.7 induces isomorphisms on homotopy in dimensions 1 and 2 (this improves on 
the statement of Lemma 6.7 by one dimension). It remains to show that the map g0 -+ o0 is 
an isomorphism. Recall that k has cohomological dimension 2. It follows from direct 
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calculation with Thomason’s spectral sequence (Theorem 5.3; see also 4.4 and (10)) that 
there are short exact sequences 
and 
0 + Hom(Z/em, Br(k)) + m0 + Z, + 0 (20) 
The difference between these is accounted for by (7) and the fact that Pit(k) vanishes 
(Hilbert’s Theorem 90) whereas Br(X) vanishes (Theorem 18). The second sequence implies 
that the groups f0 and v,, are abstractly isomorphic (2.5). It is not hard to see using the 
arguments of [14,7.3] that the map Ze = n,&(k) + n&?(k) splits the epimorphism in 
(20). Now let A be the cokernel of @r + 6, (equivalently, the cokernel of I?, + cob, and 
B the image of V, -+ wO. The above ladder gives a map of short exact sequences 
in which all of the groups are finitely generated modules over Z, and the left vertical arrow 
is a monomorphism with torsion-free cokernel (because B/I?,, is isomorphic to a sub- 
module of the kernel in (20)). Elementary algebra shows that the middle vertical arrow is an 
isomorphism. 
7. ODDS AND ENDS 
In this section we write down some consequences of our other results. The proofs for the 
most part are identical to the corresponding proofs in [9]. 
7.1. Homology calculations 
Let H* denote modt cohomology. We first compute H*(R,“iKX) and H*(Qt&X’). 
As mentioned in the introduction, this gives conjectural calculations of H*R,“(KX) and of 
H*C$‘(KX’) = H*BGL(O), where X’ = Spec 0. 
Recall from 2.2 that AF is the automorphism group of X,, over X. This group can be 
considered either as a subgroup of I; (2.2) or of I’ (4.7). Let i be either 0 or 1, and suppose 
that N a finitely generated module over Zc [AF] which is free over Zc if i = 1. Let H*,(N, i) 
denote the Hopf algebra determined by the formula 
Here 
H,,(N, i) = H*fi,“(&(N, i) A &,2). 
(1) &(N, i) is a Moore spectrum as in Example 4.3, 
(2) J? is the e-adic topological K-theory spectrum (4.5), and 
(3) &‘(N, i) A AF2 denotes the homotopy fixed point set of the action of AF on the 
L-completion of A(N, i) A 2 obtained by letting g E AF act by g A g-i. 
See [9,9.4] and the remarks before [9,10.11] for more details about the homotopy fixed 
point set construction; although the action of AF is only defined up to homotopy its 
homotopy fixed point set is meaningful because the spectrum involved is /-complete and the 
order of AF is prime to e. These Hopf algebras can be described very explicitly in terms of the 
Witt algebras from [18]; see, for instance, the remarks following [9,10.11]. 
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7.2. Remark. Any product decomposition N = N’ x N” of modules over Z,[AF] gives 
a tensor product formula H,,(N, i) = H,,(N’, i) @ HAF(N”, i). 
Note that by functoriality the group AF acts on the spectra LKX,, and LKXL. This 
action clearly respects up to homotopy the wedge product decompositions 
from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. It follows from Lemmas 6.7 and 2.5 that 
~i~~~(A’ Ql\gO Mxy - 1) is Z, @ Pit’ X0 if i = 0 and trivial if i = 1. Let E. denote 
71, ,/ttx(A’ 0~;~ Mx,, - 1); it is clear that this group is isomorphic to Z, 8 (O,“/F,X ), where 
X0 = SpecoO. Let Lo denote rcoJz(A’@~ Fo Mx,, - 1). Recall that Quillen computed 
H*BGL(F) in [20]. 
7.3. THEOREM. There are isomorphisms of Hopf algebras 
H*fiziKX g H*BGL(F) @ H*BGL(F) @ H,,(Z, @ Pic’X,, 0) 
H*R;LKX’ r H*BGL(F) @HA&Co, 1) 0 HAF(Lo, 0)). 
The proof of this is the same as the proof of [9, lO.llJ. One can be a little bit more 
explicit about the above formula in the affine case. Let So be the set of points of X0 above S. 
A calculation with Thomason’s spectral sequence (cf. 6.9 and Theorem 3.18) shows that 
there is an exact sequence of Z,[A,]-modules 
O-+ZcQPicXb-+Lo+ @ Z,%Z,+O 
x E s, 
in which E is the sum map. Let B. be the kernel of x. It is not hard to see that Lo splits over 
Zl [Ar] as a product B. x (Z, @I Pit Xb). By Remark 7.2, this gives an isomorphism 
HA,(Lo, 0) z &,(Bo, 0) @ %,(Z, 0 PicXb, 0). 
7.4. K-theory calculations. Bousfield has defined a certain explicit functor Tc from the 
category of profinite graded .%-*-modules to the category of Z/2-graded L-algebras; one 
construction for T( is sketched in [9,11.4]. 
7.5. THEOREM. Let U be one of the spectra KX or KX’. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism of Z/Zgraded A-algebras 
~?*(n,mU) = ~*(BqU)6 T,@*U) 
where 2*U is as described in Section 5. 
Proof: This follows from [9, 11.53, which in turn is just a restatement of some of 
Bousfield’s results in [S]. There are some hypotheses to verify. By Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 
Remark 3.16,2*U is /-torsion free. It follows from 2.5 that x2KX and x2KX’ are torsion. 
That QZKX’ splits as a product Bzl KX’ x nz(P’KX’) follows from the theorem 
of Bass (2.5); the splitting is provided by the unit map BO” + BGL(O), where 
X’ = Spec 0. The corresponding product splitting for QrKX is proved as follows, at least 
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after completion at e, which does not affect 2*. By Remarks 2.7 and 2.5 there is a wedge 
decomposition 
KxEKFAKFAV 
with x11/ = 0. This gives a product formula 
As before, inclusion of units gives a splitting Q,“I?F N Bn,Z?F x !Sz(P’kF). Using this 
with the first two factors on the right above gives the desired splitting for n:KF, because 
n1Ro”V = 0. cl 
Homology splittings. The cohomology algebras computed in Theorem 7.3 are presum- 
ably, according to the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture, isomorphic to the cohomology 
algebras of fi;KX and OZKX’, respectively. Let X’ = Spec(0). Since H*(azKX’) is 
isomorphic to H*BGL(O), we have obtained a conjectural formula for the mod 8 cohomol- 
ogy of this infinite general inear group. The next theorem states that the actual cohomology 
is at least large enough for this conjectural formula to hold. 
7.6. THEOREM. The spectrum maps KX -+ LKX and KX’ + LKX’ induce cohomology 
maps 
H*(n,miKX) + H*@;KX) 
H*(@KX’) -, H*(CI;KX’). 
Both of these cohomology maps have left inverses. 
Proof: First note that for U = KX or KX’, the mod e cohomology of C4zU is the same 
as the mod e cohomology of nc U. This follows from a homotopy group calculation which 
shows that, because Hom(Z/P, no U) = 0, a,” 6 is equivalent o the r!-completion of n,” U 
(see (lo), and [6] for the corresponding unstable formula). The statement involving X now 
follows from Theorem 6.1, which implies that Q,“iKX is a retract of Cl,“KX. By Theorem 
6.2, there is a similar retraction in the case of X’, but only after passing to l-connective 
covers. However, the map 0zKX’ + Q,“iKX’ induces an isomorphism on rrl (Lemma 6.8), 
and the situation is saved by the fact that if U = CJZLKX’ or if U = ncZ?X’, U is 
equivalent to the product of B(7c1 U) and the l-connective cover of U (see the proof of 
Theorem 7.5). 0 
8. TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTIONS WITH SPECTRA 
In this section we will describe some properties that are needed in Section 6. We make 
no attempt o obtain the sharpest possible formulations. The facts we require depend upon 
notions from [lo] of strict ring spectrum and strict module spectrum over a strict ring 
spectrum. A strict ring spectrum (also called an S-algebra or, what is essentially the same 
thing, an A, ring spectrum) is a spectrum R together with a multiplication map R A R + R 
which is defined pointwise-not just up to homotopy-and is in an appropriate sense 
strictly unital and associative. A strict module spectrum over R has a similar pointwise 
structure. We need these notions because homotopy limits and colimits behave well in 
general only with respect o strictly commutative diagrams. 
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8.1. Examples (Elemendorf et al. [lo, II.31 and May [ 151). If Y is a scheme over Z then 
the spectrum KY is naturally a strict ring spectrum in a way which extends its ring spectrum 
structure. Left multiplication makes KY into a strict module spectrum over itself. A map 
f : F -+ Y of schemes induces a morphism f* : KY + K? of strict ring spectra. If the 
transfer map f, : KF + KY is defined (see [21, Section 7, 2.101) then f, is naturally 
a morphism of strict module spectra over KY, where KY is treated as a strict module over 
LY via f*; this last statement is obtained by examining the categorical underpinnings of 
the projection formula [21,7.2.10]. Let G be the group of automorphisms of ? over Y. It is 
then possible to adjust the spectrum KF in a natural way without changing it up to 
homotopy in such a way that after this modification the transfer map Kf + KY is strictly 
equivariant with respect o the action of G on KF and the trivial action of G on KY (the 
adjustment process involves replacing KY by an appropriate smash product EG, A KY ). 
8.2. Localization of strict structures. The functor i can be constructed as a (strict;) 
functor on the category of spectra, instead of as functor on the homotopy category of 
spectra. For this see the last paragraph of Section 1 in [4]. Given such a construction, 2 of 
course preserves trictly commutative diagrams of spectra. 
For the rest of this section we use the following notation. Suppose that 
RCI $RR, !$... + R, 4 . . . 
is a direct system of strict ring spectra, that 
bo bl b. u, + u1 c ... + u, + ... 
is an inverse system of spectra, and that 
(1) U, is a strict module spectrum over R,, and 
(2) b”: Ufl+, + U,, is a map of strict module spectra over R,, where U, + 1 is considered 
a strict module spectrum over R, via a,. 
The basic example we are interested in is obtained by setting R, = KF, and letting U, be 
either KX, or KX:; the maps b, are then given by the transfer. Let R, = hocolim, R, and 
U, = holim, U,. Let V, = holim,i(U,). Note that each spectrum .@I,,) is a module 
spectrum over R,. 
8.3. PROPOSITION. The spectrum R, is naturally a ring spectrum in such a way that the 
usual maps R, + R, are homomorphisms of ring spectra. 
Remark. Presumably, Proposition 8.3 remains true with “ring spectrum” replaced by 
“strict ring spectrum”. In the case in which R, is the strict ring spectrum KF,, Proposi- 
tion 8.3 gives the standard ring spectrum structure on hocolim KF, N KF,. 
Proofoff’roposition 8.3. The ring spectrum multiplication is provided by the diagram 
R, A R, = hocolim R, A hocolim R, 
” m 
g hocolim(R, A R,) 
n, m 
z hocolim (R, A R,) 
” 
3 hocolimR, = R, 
n 
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in which p in given by multiplication in the spectra R,. It is straightforward to check that 
the appropriate unit and associativity diagrams commute up to homotopy. 0 
8.4. PROPOSITION. The spectra U, and V, are module spectra over R, in such a way that 
(1) the natural map U, + V, is a map of module spectra over R,, and 
(2) for each n the maps U, + U,, and V, + V, are maps of module spectra over R, (where 
U, and VW are treated as module spectra over R, via R, + R,). 
Remark. Again, presumably Proposition 8.4 remains true if “strict module spectrum” is 
substituted for “module spectrum”. 
Proof of Proposition 8.4. The natural maps U, --) U,,, give maps R, A U, AR, A U,,,. 
Since U, is a strict module spectrum over R, if m 3 n these pass to a limit map 
p, : R, A U, -+ hocolim (R, A U,,,) + hocolim U,,, 2: U,. 
m>n m,n 
The maps are coherent for various n and pass to a colimit map 
R, A U, = 
(9 n 
hocohm R, A U, N hocolim (R, A U,,,)B U,. 
We emphasis that there is no “lim’” ambiguity in constructing this colimit map, since there 
is a natural strictly commutative diagram which expresses the compatibility between pn and 
p,,+ 1. For completeness we will write out the diagram 
R n+lAU, - holim (R, + 1 A U,,,) 
m>fl 
t t 
R,AU, - holim (R, A U,,,) 
man 
The statements about V, require using 8.2. 
diagrams 
- holim U,,, z U, 
m>n 
t = t 
- holim U,,, E U, 
m>n 
Passing to the limit for m > n with the 
gives a diagram 
R, A V, + holim i(R, A LU,) E holim i(R, A U,,,) -+ holim iv,,, E V, 
m>n m>n m>n 
which provides up to homotopy a map R, A V, -+ V,. It is easy to check, by writing down 
a large strictly commutative diagram, that these maps are compatible for various n and pass 
to a module spectrum structure map R, A V, + V,. Similar commutative diagrams give 
statements (1) and (2) of the proposition. q 
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